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ABSOLUTE MEASUREMENT OF THE FAST NEUTRON
FLUX IN THE REACTOR RA

by
'

N. Berovic, F. Boreli and R. Dragin, Department of Physics

The absolute neutron flux in the vertical VK-5 hole of the reactor RA
was determined by using the "Al (n, alpha) 2Wa reaction, and by counting the
uNa — 2.5 MeV gamma line photopeak activity. A method for the determination
of Geff as a mean value between the two limiting cases of neutron spectra is used.
The flux at the power level of 5 MW was found to be (2.5 ± 0.9)-1012 n/cm'sec.

Use was made of the WAI (n, alpha) ^Na reaction as a threshold de-
tector for absolute fast neutron flux measurement in the reactor. This reac-
tion has a number of advantageous properties. The reaction threshold is
relatively high. Therefore, the part of the neutron spectrum, which is not
influenced much by the presence of the moderator is dealt with. The energy
dependence of the cross-section is well known (1, 2). The effective cross-
section is not too big, so this enables the measurement of high fluxes. 2tNa
has a suitable half-life which does not require long irradiation of samples.
On the other hand it does not decay too fast to be measured with difficulty.
The scheme of decay is well-established (3, 4). It has mainly (~ 100%)
one p ray of energy £3 = 1.4 MeV and two gamma rays in the cascade
of energies Ey = 1-4 MeV and Ey = 2.8 MeV. In spite of this, the p—y
coincidence measurement of the ^Na activity is usually difficult to be carried
out because inevitable traces of impurities give rise to the (3 and y activity
which interferes with the measurements (5, 6). Antimony was identified
among them by gammaspectroanalysis, but it was not found spectroche-
mically. The use of y—y coincidences is possible. But as the effective cross-
section is not known with better accuracy than 30%, the measurement of
**Na activity with high accuracy is not necessary. It is quite satisfactory
to apply the y activity measurement in the photopeak of the 2.7 MeV y ray
with the NaJ(Tl) crystal of known efficiency. These efficiencies are given
for the ,,point source" geometry (7, 8), so attempts were made to determine
corrections for the dimensions of our source by changing their size gradually.
Definite conclusions have not been reached, but it is evident that the effi-
ciency should be lower by about 5%. Our source was a 0.1 mm thick disk
17 mm in diameter. The crystal was NaJ(Tl) — dimensions 2"x2" —
at a distance of 9.3 cm. Thus, eti = (9.2 ± 0.7) 1(H was used. The spectrum
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of the sample was determined by a single-channel analyser, and the Gauss
curve A=C (KVJ^exp — \(V-V0)*IKV0} was fitted to the 2.7 MeV photo-
peak. The area under the curve was taken as the number of counts in the
photopeak. The areas determined for the same conditions, but with different
amplifications did not differ from the mean value by more than 6%.

The flux is related to the activity as follows:

m
EQ-£.— 0«ff (l—*-W)

M

where ATX is the number of counts p. sec. in the photopeak, eQ — the crystal
efficiency for the given y ray energy in the photopeak and geometry, g—the
mass of our sample, N—the Avogadro number, M— the atomic weight of Al,
T—the time of irradiation, t—the time elapsed between measurement and
irradiation, <r,// — the effective mean cross-section for the 27Al (n, alpha)
uNa reaction.

The effective mean cross-section is given by (9):
*~ ~~ / roi
aeff=a/R l*J

where o is the mean cross-section referring to the part of the neutron
spectrum which really exerted influence on the detector; R is the ratio
between the number of neutrons in the entire fast neutron region and the
actually detected part of the spectrum:

s-a. I3]

£
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The limit Et is taken here as the energy below which the activation
rate is so small that it gives negligible contribution to the activity measured
(Fig. 1). The lower limit of the fast neutron region is arbitrary since the
neutron spectrum passes continuously to the 1/2? region. From practical
reasons it is suitable to take the threshold Et — 0.5 MeV for fission in M7Nf

oo

as the lower limit of the fast neutron region. Then I <J> (E~) dE can be deter-
0.5

mined with the *31NP fission chamber, because o(Z?) is constant (except for
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a small correction at the high energy portion), and R is unity. The 238t7
fission chamber, also, has the advantage of the constant fission cross-section
as a function of energy, but its threshold is higher, so R should be determined.

Fig. 1. — Curve a) activation rate of 2M/ («, a) "A/a, N(E)F(K)a(E)
Curve b) the spectrum shape

If the absolute flux measurement is to be carried out by any threshold
detector whose reaction cross-section is dependent on the energy, it is
necessary to know the fast neutron spectrum shape. The spectrum for
neutron energies above 3 to 4 MeV can be determined on the basis of theore-
tical corrections taking in account the influence of the moderator. Correc-
tions for energies below this energy, however, are numerous and compli-
cated. Thus, it is obvious that a can be determined for a detector with
sufficiently high Et.

If the spectrum of fission neutrons is considered to be N(E) = j/2/ro e~h

sh/2E (10), the spectrum in the central hole of our reactor is

<£(£) = C • TV (£)F(&) [5]

Above the energy of 3 to 4 MeV the spectrum can be considered to
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consist of only primary fission neutrons, while those having collisions
with the moderator were slowed down to lower energies. Then

TC/2

j6 [6]

S^Q is the macroscopic cross-section for heavy water, r — the thickness
of the layer of the moderator between the hole and the first set of fuel
elements.

Sin 0 is introduced as an approximation to the Bessel function so
that the distribution of the thermal flux along the fuel element could be
taken into account. Another way is to consider this distribution as constant
(9). Then:

TV/2

Fig. 2. — Comparison among neutron spectra in logarithmic representation
without normalization^ a) fission spectrum N(E), b) reactor spectrum

N(E)F(K), c) reactor spectrum N(.E)P'(K)
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The spectra obtained with these two formulas are nearly the same
(Fig. 2). This result can be expected if the majority of neutrons reaching
the detector come from the neighbouring part of the fuel elements.
Values <t>(E)/Carerepresented in Fig. 1. On integration, CT is obtained to be:

o = 29±3mb Er = 6.25 MeV
•

The problem of determining R has been solved by some authors (11,
12, 6) neglecting the influence of the moderator and assuming the fission
spectrum. Other authors have extended the above quoted corrections below
the energies of 3 MeV, neglecting the neutrons moderated from higher
energies (9). In these two cases a too great, and a too small number of
neutrons of energies between 0.5 MeV a.nd 3 MeV is obtained, respectively.

The two values for R are:
00

' fI N(E}dE

/?, = ? =50
* -

N(E)dE
6.25

• • •
I iv \^r,) r \K) u

RZ=~- =20

I N (E) F (&) dE
6.25

According to equation [2] we obtained:
aeff = 0.6 mb — fission spectrum (in accordance with values given

by other authors) (14).
oeff =1.4 mb — moderated neutrons neglected

Obviously the true value should be somewhere between these two values,
so if we take 'aefl — 1 mb, the error cannot be abcve 30%. Thus, the
maximum flux in the central hole given by this aeff is:

^>~(:f^'Z(6'Q- 1012n/cm2sec
at the power level of 5 MW.
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R e s u m e

MESURE ABSOLUE DU FLUX DBS NEUTRONS RAPIDES DANS
LE REACTEUR RA

Le flux absolu des neutrons rapides dans le canal vertical VK-5 du
reacteur RA est determine par la reaction Z7Al (n, alfa), 24Na et par la
mesure de 1'activite dans le photopeak de la ligne gamma 24ATa de 2.5
MeV. On a utilise la methode de determination ae//, comme valeur
moyenne entre deux cas limites des spectres des neutrons rapides. La valeur
maximale du flux des neutrons rapides a la puissance de 5 MW est de 1'ordre
de (2,5 ± 0,9) • 1012 n/sec/cm2.

P e 3 jo M e

AECOJIIOTHOE H3MEPEHHE BLICTPBIX HEHTPOHOB
B PEAKTOPE RA

A6cOJIK>THbIH nOTOK GblCTptlX HCHTpOHOB B
Kanajie VK-5 peanxopa RA onpe^ejieH npuMeneHHeM peaiojHH WAI
(n, alfa) zlNa n H3mepeHneM aKTHBHOCTH B (JDOionnKe raMMa JIHHHH 2,5 MaB
HSOTona MNa. npuMeneH MCTO;} #JIH onpe^ejieHHH aeff B Ka^ecxse cpefl-
nero SHa^eHHH Me>Kfly #ByMH rpaHH^HbiMH cjiy^aHMH cnenxpa 6bicrpbix
nefirpoHOB.

MaKCHMajitHoe snaqeHHe noxoKa 6i>icTpbix HeinpoHOB npn MOIUHOCTH
5 MW cocxaBJiHCT (2,5±0,9)- 1012n/ceK CM2.
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